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Body Camera SJCAM A50

SJCAM A50 Personal Camera
Record unforgettable videos and take stunning photos with the SJCAM A50 multitasking personal camera. You can create high-definition
video footage in 5 modes and great-quality photos in 3. The device also allows you to create footage at night, uses GPS and features IP65
water resistance.
 
Reliable night vision
The SCJAM A50 personal camera is equipped with LED and infrared lights, and the thermal field of view is as much as 135° - all so you
can  create  high-quality  footage  after  dark.  What's  more,  the  device  is  equipped  with  an  automatic  distortion  correction  system,  so
frames from night photos and videos can be even more detailed. Now you can create unforgettable shots of evening walks through the
charming corners of the cities you visit. 
 
Excellent image quality
Keep beautiful memories for a longer time and play them back whenever you feel like it! The SCJAM A50 captures video in 4K resolution
with 30FPS smoothness, which means your recordings will be a vivid reflection of reality. What's more, the built-in microphone captures
ambient sound, allowing you to capture unforgettable moments more accurately. 
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Experiment with modes
With the A50 personal camera, you can express yourself artistically or use it for more practical purposes. The device offers normal and
time-lapse modes - they will allow you to create memorable shots and interesting effects. For everyday use, the car mode can come in
handy, with which you can easily record any incident on the road. Worried about running out of space on the memory card? Don't be!
The loop recording mode records short videos, and when the memory overflows, it replaces the oldest ones with new ones, so you can be
sure  that  the  camera  won't  stop  recording  at  the  least  expected  moment.  An  interesting  feature  is  Pre-recorded.  Its  use  makes  the
camera record a few seconds before the recording is turned on. 
 
Built-in GPS
The SCJAM A50 uses a GPS module, making it great for use as a car DVR. Easily determine your geographical location, synchronize your
route or determine your driving speed. What's more, thanks to the transmitter, the camera will inform you of the current date and time
from the satellite.
 
Easy operation
The device is equipped with a 2-inch touchscreen, so you can easily select the options you're interested in and review the stored footage.
In addition, you can use a dedicated app and freely manage the camera settings from your smartphone. 
 
Robust design
The  camera  will  not  require  you  to  charge  it  too  often.  A  lithium-ion  battery  with  a  capacity  of  2250  mAh is  responsible  for  the  long
working time.  In  addition,  the waterproof  rating is  IP68.  What  does this  mean? The camera will  work  great  in  all  weather  conditions  -
don't let heavy rain limit you when you want to record breathtaking views!
 
Memory card
The camera is equipped with a micro SD card with a capacity of up to 128 GB. It will provide fast operation of the camera and instant
data transfer. You won't have to wait indefinitely for your photos to load. You'll also find a USB-C cable included, with the help of which
you can easily transfer videos and photos to your laptop or phone. 
 
Kit contents:
Camera x1
Bag clip × 1
Clip × 1
Switch holder × 1
Type-C data cable × 1
User manual × 1
Manufacturer
SCJAM
Model
A50
Recording resolution
4K 30FPS, 2K 30FPS, 1080P 30FPS, 720P 30FPS, WVGA 30FPS, VGA 30FPS
Photo resolution
20MP, 16MP, 14MP, 12MP, 10MP, 8MP, 5MP, 3MP
Video modes
Normal, Loop recording, time-lapse, auto, pre-recorded
Photo modes
Single, in series, interval shooting
Night vision
LED + infrared
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FOV
135° with distortion correction
GPS
Yes
Video format
MP4
Video encoding
H.254/H.265
Photo format
JPG
Built-in microphone
Yes x 1
External microphone
Type-C (sold separately)
Built-in speaker
Yes x 1
Screen type
2-inch touchscreen
Application
SCJAM ZONE
WiFi
2.4 GHz
Remote control
Sold separately
Available ports
Type-C
Battery type
Lithium-ion
Battery capacity
2250 mAh
Dimensions
87 x 55 x 24 mm
Water resistance
IP65
Memory type
Max 128 GB micro SD

Price:

€ 209.00

Photo, Video, Cameras, SJCAM
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